Introduction
Mixed systems of macromolecules and amphiphiles are ubiquitous in technical products (polymer±surfactant mixtures) and have a very broad role in biology (biopolymer±lipid mixtures) [1, 2] . Controlling the interactions between macromolecules and low-molecular-weight amphiphiles is the key to technical performance and biological function [3] .
Depending on the combination of a macromolecule and an amphiphile, the interaction varies and, as a consequence, the macroscopic behavior. Thus various types of polymers behave quite dierently, i.e., charged polymers versus nonionic, cationic versus anionic, homopolymers versus graft or comb copolymers, etc. Early investigations focused on water-soluble homopolymers interacting with simple surfactants, but in recent years much interest has concerned macromolecules with pronounced amphiphilic character. Amphiphilic synthetic polymers comprise a wide range of graft, block and star copolymers, while biological examples include nucleic acids, proteins and lipopolysaccharides.
Association and segregation
Because of the low entropic driving force of mixing, polymer±polymer±solvent systems have a strong tendency to segregative phase separation, i.e., two solution phases enriched in either polymer result. Amphiphiles show a strong tendency to self-assemble into micelles and other structures. Since these have a high eective molecular weight, segregation also becomes a typical feature of mixed polymer±surfactant solutions [4] .
The conditions for segregation are entirely dierent if one of the cosolutes, polymer or surfactant, is ionic. Then the large entropic contribution from the counterions becomes a strong driving force for mixing.
An appreciable attractive interaction between polymer and surfactant will modify the situation and two important phenomena are 1. The binding of surfactant to the polymer.
2. An associative phase separation.
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1. An ionic surfactant associates with an oppositely charged polymer. 2. An ionic surfactant shows a strong tendency to associate to a slightly hydrophobic, or a weakly polar, polymer. 3. All surfactants associate to polymers with strongly hydrophobic parts, for example, hydrophobicallymodi®ed water-soluble polymers.
In cases 1 and 2 the interactions are best described in terms of a lowering of the critical micelle concentration (cmc) of the surfactant and in case 3 in terms of the formation of mixed micelles between polymer and surfactant.
Typical phase diagrams
An aqueous mixture of a rather hydrophobic polymer and a nonionic surfactant can phase-separate into one dilute solution and one concentrated isotropic phase. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the extent of phase separation increases with increasing temperature; this is due to the decreased polarity of both surfactant and polymer at higher temperatures. A very strong tendency for associative phase separation is displayed by polyelectrolytes mixed with oppositely charged surfactants [7±13] . Here a correct representation of the phase diagram is not possible in the conventional triangular diagram, but a three-dimensional representation, representing the complete fourcomponent system, is required. In Fig. 2 the typical behavior is given in the illustrative three-dimensional pyramid diagram. Water is placed at the top and the four sides of the pyramid base are assigned to the four ionic components of the system, with ions of the same charge located at opposite sides. As can be seen, there are two two-phase regions. In the low-salt one there is an associative phase separation, i.e., the surfactant and the polyelectrolyte form a concentrated phase in equilibrium with a very dilute solution. At high salt concentrations there is a segregative phase separation, i.e., there is one surfactant-rich and one polymer-rich solution. At intermediate salt concentrations a homogenous solution is formed. The pyramid representation certainly contains more information than the normally used triangular representation, in which one dimension is omitted, but due to the diculties to represent the pyramids, triangular phase diagrams are to be preferred in many cases.
DNA and cationic surfactants phase-separate associatively
The phase diagrams of DNA in combination with dierent cationic surfactants have been investigated. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , there is, as for the analogous Fig. 1 Hydrophobic interactions between a surfactant and a polymer may induce an associative phase separation; typically this increases with increasing temperature. The phenomenon is exempli®ed by the aqueous mixture of an oxyethylene nonionic surfactant, C 12 E 4 , and a nonionic polymer, ethyl(hydroxyethyl) cellulose. F 1 refers to an isotropic one-phase region and F 2 to an isotropic two-phase region. From Ref.
[6] Fig. 2 A polyelectrolyte and an oppositely charged surfactant typically phase-separate associatively at low electrolyte concentrations and segregatively in the presence of high salt contents; at intermediate electrolyte concentrations, there is miscibility. The``sail'' hanging from the pyramid top corresponds to the two-phase region. The dilute phase is located to the upper right side, and the concentrated phase to the lower side of the``sail''. The example shown is hyaluronan, an anionic polysaccharide, and tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide, a cationic surfactant. From Ref. [14] 
